
The negative-going edges are used to set a monostable
multivibrator TR12, TR13 and TR14, whose quasi-

stable pulse length is preset by VR4 such that it is

approximately one half-period of the centre "hold"
frequency, 400Hz, equal to 1 '25ms.

The monostable output therefore comprises a 1 : 1

mark/space ratio for this condition, and has an average

d.c. component after smoothing (R39, C24) of about
half the battery voltage (7V). Neither Zener diode
(D10, Dll) conducts, thereby depriving TR16 and
TR17 of drive; hence, neither throttle relay is energised.

It can be seen that as the monostable is only influ-

enced by negative-going edges, and there is only one
such pulse per cycle, the output dx. level will be
unchanged as the mark/space ratio of TR5 output
varies over its full range.

If, however, the transmitted frequency is raised to

600Hz ("close throttle") the quasi-stable period of the

monostable becomes nearly equal to one complete
period of the signal frequency and TR12 is not con-
ducting for a high percentage of time. The mono-
stable output average d.c. component assumes a

positive voltage, approaching that of the battery, and
Dll conducts, operating the "throttle close" motion
relay via TRI7.
The throttle motor will continue to rotate until the

frequency is restored to a lower level, or the limit

switch on the lead screw is operated. If the frequency
selected is 110Hz then TR12 remains in its stable state

(conducting) for relatively long periods of time, with an
average d.c. output voltage of about 1 volt to earth.

This results in conduction of D10 and operation of the

"throttle open" relay RLC via TR16.
The monostable is of a special design which permits

rapid recharging of the timing capacitor C23 at the

end of a quasi-stable period. This ensures that the

monostable is ready to re-enter an accurate quasi -

stable period with the minimum delay in the stable

state (about 5 per cent), thus guaranteeing good
separation between the "hold" and "throttle close"

signals.

The "open throttle" discrimination is determined by
the cut-off condition of TR15 (about 1*5 volts) as a
result of TR16 base current. The "open throttle"

frequency need only be low enough to create the cut-off

condition, any further frequency reduction only

results in unnecessary chatter of RLC.
The frequency allocations for throttle control func-

tions are deliberately made to provide a fail-safe

feature. It is obviously desirable that the throttle

should be closed to minimum (tick-over) should the

transmitter fail or the boat get out of range. Contrary
to initial expectation, loss of signal does not produce the

effect of frequency reduction to d.c. conditions, i.e.

zero frequency.

The noise level of the super-regenerative circuit rises

enormously if the carrier is removed, and becomes
sufficient to trigger the monostable continuously,

giving a high positive output from TR12. It is wise,

therefore, to associate this condition with the "throttle

close" command.
In a similar manner the random noise pattern gener-

ated under weak signal conditions results in an approxi-

mately "average" mark/space ratio of unity on the

rudder control. As a result the rudder assumes a
position roughly amidships. The slow speed straight-

ahead attitude adopted by the vessel was very comfort-

ing during trials when the transmitter was deliberately

switched off.

At this point it will be realised that, had the modu-
lating frequency of the transmitter been made infinitely

variable instead of being switched, which could be
readily achieved by variation of the charging potentials

of the transmitter multivibrator capacitor, the

throttle control could have been an independently
actuated simultaneous position control, in a manner
similar to that used on the rudder. However, it was
decided not to do this on the prototype both to preserve

simplicity, and to explore the possibilities of both
systems.

BOARD CONSTRUCTION
Perforated s.r.b.p. boards were usefl throughout for

the electronic assemblies and layouts were not found
to be critical although it is desirable to keep lead

lengths as short as possible in the 27MHz portions.

The receiver panel is actually a peg-board manufac-
tured from s.r.b.p. and copper laminate (unetched
printed circuit material) the copper acting as an earth

plate, being cut away round the plated pegs used for

connections to components. This is easily done by
countersinking the -^in peg holes with a i

3
6 in drill

prior to insertion of the pegs.

The entire receiver section is mounted on an unetched
s.r.b.p. card 4in x 4in fitted with isolated pegs, and
soldering components straight down to the copper
ground plane as required. The receiver layout is not
particularly critical provided that lead lengths are kept
to a minimum and the "earthy" end of certain capa-
citors are taken to a common point on the ground plane

as shown.
So far as the other three assemblies are concerned,

there is no special need for using copper clad board (as

shown in the diagrams) and a plain type of s.r.b.p.

board can be used here if preferred.

Full layout and wiring details for the boards are

given in the illustrations (Figs. 4 to 7).

Next month : Actuator construction and instal-

lation of drive system and power supply.
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PRACTICAL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS {April 1968)

The loudspeaker should be connected between
C3-r and the — 9V line in the complementary
symmetry circuit; R6 should be connected between
C3+ and TR2 base; C2 should be connected in

parallel with R3.

SOUND EFFECTS : WIND AND RAIN (April 1968)

Capacitor numbering in the wiring diagram (Fig. 5)

should be amended as follows; CI to C7 should
read C7 to CI 3 in sequence; likewise C8 to CI

3

should read CI to C6. In the components list Rl
to R7 inclusive should be 2-7kt3.

FLUORESCENT CAMPING LIGHT (March 1968)

Modification for pre-heating the lamp electrodes

was published in the May 1968 issue. It has been
found that in this modified circuit (page 375) the

capacitor C2 is no longer required and should be
• deleted. The lamp will then give maximum output
when switch SI is .turned to position 3.
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